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We report the results of a 500 ps molecular dynamics simulation
of the cytokine
interleukin-lb,
a protein of 153 amino acids, immersed in a sphere of 3783 bulk water
molecules with a radius of 33 A. The simulation reproduces the amplitudes of the fast
librational motions of the backbone N-H bonds determined from r5N nuclear magnetic
relaxation data, as well as the crystallographic
B-factors. Moreover, this study suggests a
molecular picture of the nature of the slow internal motions that have been inferred from
nuclear magnetic resonance relaxation experiments. These experiments indicated that, in
addition to fast motions common to all residues, 32 surface residues exhibit slow motions on
the 400 ps to 5 ns time-scale. While the present simulation is not sufficiently long to provide
a quantitative description of events on this time-scale, it is long enough to observe several
large amplitude transitions that are likely candidates for these slow motions. Specifically, in
many of these 32 residues, the N-H groups are hydrogen bonded and infrequent dihedral
transitions cause the N-H vectors to jump between states with well-defined orientations. It
is shown that the time course of the angular reorientational
correlation functions of these
residues calculated from the trajectory is a reflection of the random times at which these
infrequent jumps happen to have occurred. Thus, while the rate of these transitions cannot
be quantified, the simulated decay of these correlation functions is completely consistent
with the physical picture in which the N-H vectors, in addition to fast librational motion,
undergo large amplitude jumps between conformations stabilized by hydrogen bonds.
Keywords: interleukin

1s; molecular dynamics simulation;
X-ray B-factors

1. Introduction

viewpoint internal dynamics of proteins can be
explored in solution using nuclear magnetic resonante (n.m.r.) relaxation
measurements (London,
1980; Lipari & Szabo, 1982a,b; Lipari et al., 1982)
and in the crystal from an analysis of Debye-Waller
temperature
factors (Fraunfelder
et al., 1979;
Artymuik
et al., 1979; Sternberg et al., 1979;
Hartmann et al., 1982; Westhof et al., 1984; Tainer et
al., 1984). In this paper, the structure and dynamics
of interleukin-l/l
(IL-l&,
a protein of 153 amino
acids and molecular weight 17.4 x 103, are investigated by a 500 ps MD simulation in water and
correlated with recent n.m.r. spectroscopic (Clore et

Protein structure, function and dynamics are intiperspective
mately linked. From a theoretical
molecular dynamics (MD?) simulations provide a
means of analysing motion at the atomic level and
of obtaining a physical description of protein behaviour (Karplus & McCammon, 1981; Levy et al.,
1981; Brooks et al., 1988). From the experimental
t Abbreviations used: MD, molecular dynamics;
n.m.r., nuclear magnetic resonance; IL-l/?,
interleukin-l/?;
r.m.s., root mean square; a.s.a.,
accessible surface area; NOE, nuclear Overhauser
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n.m.r. relaxation;
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aE., 1990a, 1991; Clore & Gronenborn,
1991) and
crystallographic
(Finzel et al., 1989; Priestle et al.,
1989; Veerapandian
et aE., 1992) data. IL-l/? is of
considerable
biological interest, as it plays a central
role in the immune
and inflammatory
responses
(Oppenheim
et al., 1986; Dinarello
& Savage, 1989).
The primary goal of the present molecular dynamics
study is to provide a physical basis for the nature of
slow internal
motions
inferred
from the n.m.r.
relaxation
behaviour
of the protein
(Clore et al..
1990a,h).
The internal .backbone dynamics
of IL-l/3 have
been characterized
in
solution
using 15N n.m.r.
relaxation
measurements
and the behaviour
of the
residues falls into three distinct classes (Clore et al.,
1990a). Class 1 residues undergo fast motions on a
time-scale of less than 20 ps. Class 2, which consists
of 32 residues, exhibits
additional
slow motions in
the range 400 ps to 5 ns. Roth of these internal
relaxations
take place faster than the overall rotational correlation
t’ime of 8.3 ns. There is also a third
class of 42 residues (class 3) that move on a timescale much slower than the rotational
correlation
time
and involve
chemical
exchange
between
different’ conformational
states with dist’inct, 15N
chemical
shifts. It has been suggested
that the
int’ernal motions of class 2 residues can be explained
by a simple model in which the fasts motion involves
axially
symmetric
diffusion within a cone and the
slow mot’ion consists of jumps between two cones
(C’lore et al., 1990aJ). The physical nature, however,
of t’hrse motions was unresolved.
In this study, IL-1B is immersed in a sphere of
3783 bulk water molecules with a radius of 33 8,
which provides a shell of water 14 A (1 a = 0.1 nm)
thick about the protein. The results of a 500 ps MD
simulation
of this system are compared with n.m.r.
relaxation
data and crystallographic
Debye-Wailer
temperature
factors. To our knowledge,
this study
represents
the longest dynamics
simulation
of a
protein in water that has been reported. Analysis of
t’he protein trajectory
suggests that the dynamics of
t,he 32 residues belonging
to class 2 are indeed
dist,inct. Most of these residues are exposed on the
surface
and undergo
large-amplitude
motions.
Surface exposure is in general correlated with large
atomic
fluctuations
in the MD simulation.
high
Debye-Waller
temperature
factors
in the X-ray
structures and a greater error in the ca-ordinat,es of
t)he solution structure.
The calculated
angular reorientation
correlation
functions
of the 32 N-H
vectors of class 2 are distinguished
by the presence
of slow components to t’he decay, varying by several
orders of magnitude
from the fast decay experienced by all the residues. These components
are
shown to result from infrequent
dihedral t,ransitions
that, reorient the N-H vectors. On the time-scale of
certain
of the mobile
surface
the simulation.
residues from class 1 and class 3 display similar
behaviour to class 2. In particular
one of the flexible
loops, loop 3, which is dominated
by residues of
class 1, undergoes significant
fluctuations.
Unlike
the other loops from class 2. however.
it is not
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stabilized
by hydrogen
bonds and does not’ have a
distinct
secondary
structure.
The X--H vectors in
this region fluctuate in a seemingly random manner,
with the dihedral angles responsible for the fluctuations occupying
a wide range of states. as opposed
to the oriented
transitions
bet,ween hydrogenbonded states that, are seen in regions dominat’ed by
class 2 residues.

2. Methods
(a) The initial setup
The initial positional
c-o-ordinates
f’or the simulation
were taken from the X-ray
structurt>
determined
b?
Finzel et al. (1989; PDB accession number, IT1 B: notation
in this paper. Xrayl).
These crystal co-ordinates
were the
earliest deposited m the Protein Data Hank (Bernstein
rt
al., 1977) and were available

prior to t’he solution st,ruc-

ture (Clore et al.. 1991). The first 3 residues of the protein.
namely Ala, Pro and Val, are undefined in this structure
and only I50 residues were included in the simulat,ion.
For
residues with multiple
occupancy
factors (Lys63. (tfu64
and Lys65).
the positions
with the highest occupancy
were chosen. The side-chains
of Lys93 and Lys94 are
disordrrrd
in the crystal and were built in an rxtcndrd
conformation.
The polar hydrogen
atoms in the protein
were added using the HBUILD
(Briinger & liarplus.
1988) routine of CHARMM.
yielding
1481 protein atoms.
The 83 water molecules
of crystallization
were rrprrsented using a modified, flexible form of the TIP3P water
model (<Jorgensen it al., 1983: Reiher.
1985). The initial
setup consisted of 1730 atoms and was implemented
on
Apollo workstations.
All the initial set,up and analysis were performed
w&h
C!HARMM
(Brooks
et nl.. 1983). The potential
mergq
function
used in the simulation
has been described
in
detail (Brooks ef al.. 1983). The energy parameters
were
obtained
from
the
polar-hydrogen
parameter
st’t.
PARAM
(Reiher.
1985). The electrostatic
interactions
were calculated
wit,h a Coulomb potential
and a dielectric.
constant of 1. They were t’runcated using a shifted fjoterltial (Brooks et al.. 1983) with a 11 a rutoff, a value that
has been shown to yield similar
results to simulations
done without
a c:ut)off (Loncharich
& Brooks.
I!%!)).
The
van drr Waals’
interactions.
represented
I)y a
Lennard-Jones
potential,
were also cut off at’ I 1 -4. f)uring
dynamics,
the non-bond
list was upcfatrd tbvrry 20 s;tef)s
using a I2 a cut,ofl’. The l-4 electrostatic,
int,rrac+iorrs
sc&~d
t,o 0.4 of thrir
value
and that
I J
were
Lennard-,Jones
interactions
involving
tetrahedral
c*arbons
\vere reduced (Rrihrr.
1985).
First, the fn-otrin was subjected to 100 steps ot’strc*f)thst
tlescaent minimization
fhllowed
by 500 steps of atlaf)twlbasis Srwton-Raphson
minimization
in thr fmwnw
ot
st,rong harmonic
restraints
on the heavy atoms. 1%~ this
procedure,
short contacts in the protein were relievrd ant1
the system was allowed
to relax whilth preserving
the
overall
conformation,
At this stagts. t,hr mass-weighted
r.m.s. deviation
from the input vryst,al co-ordinat,es
was
0437 ‘4 for the backbone at’oms and 0.042 A for the fmtrin heavy atoms. The minimized
protein was imrnersrci
in a 33 19,radius sphere of 4799 water molcc~ufes scLlc’cte(l
from
an c:quilibrat,etl
box of flexible
TTP3f’
\vatrt.
molecules (Jorgensen
et rrl.. 1983: Reihrr. 19X5). \Vatvr,
molecules
within
2.7 ?I of the fxotrin
were
tlrlrtSrd.
rrsufting
in 3783 bulk wat)er molecules. There are a tot,al
of 13.079 atoms in the final system. Thv system is roughI>

J!!olec~ulur Dyrmmics

of Intedeukin-1B

25y0 protein
by volume with B hydration
shell of approximatrly
14 A. The bulk water was allowed
to relax around
the protein during 400 steps of st,repest (lescent mininlizat,ion in t)hr prrscnce of small harmonic
restraints
on the
protein
heavy atoms. The resultant
mass-weighted
r m.s.
deviations
from t.hr input c,rystal for the l~ckbonr
and
the heavy atoms wt’re WI 70 A and 0.287 4. rrspwtivrly.
This structure
was usrd to providr
the atart.inp
coordinat,es for the dynamics
simulation.
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Legendre
polynomial.
These functions
from a simulation
of length T via
(I’2(i((0).b(t)))

= &

x

wrJace

area salc&alions

A solvent-accessible
surface
area (a.s.a) calculation
measures the exposure of a specified region of a macromolecule (Lee & R’ichards, 1971; Shra.ke & Rupley,
1973).
A probe radius of 1.4 A was used (Lee & Richards,
1971)
and the radii for the different
atoms were set according to
the Shrake and R,upley group radii with the hydrogen
atoms not explicitly
considered
(Shrake & Rupley, 1973).

cd) Hydroyen
The hydrogen
bond
following
function:
rg,

= &,i”

bond analysis

energy

was evaluated

[2(r,i”/r*D)6-3(r,i”~~*~)41

using

the

T
T
ss

GO”,

‘4hff)

(3)

For trajectories
of finite length t,hat do not adequately
sample conformation
space, the long time limit calculated
using eqn (2) will in general differ from t,he value obtained
from eqn (3).

3. Results and Discussion
(a) Structural
I I,- 1 /I consists

primarily

cznalysis
of /? strands

and /? turns,

and is depicted
by a schematic
diagram
of the
secondary structure
elements in Figure 1 and by a
series of snapshots of the backbone of IL-l@ during
the course of t)he MD simulation
of Figure 2. The
six-stranded

ba,rrel

is made

up of p strands

/II,

/I4,

/AS, PS, /I9 and /?12. The 32 residues of class 2,
characterized
by a slow component
to the 15N
relaxation,
occur: (1) along the extended loops on
the capped side of the /I barrel, (2) in the shorter
loops on its exposed side and (3) in one case in a /?
strand that forms part of the /? barrel. Many of t,he
class 2 residues are located in stretches of several
amino acids that exhibit similar behaviour.
Some of
those that appear isolated (e.g. Gly22) may in fact
have neighbouring
residues belonging
to the same
cla,ss but the determination
of their relaxa.tion behaviour was prevented
by severe resonance overlap
(Clore et al., 1990a). Serl7 and Gly22 flank the p
strand, fl2, and Leu26 forms the beginning
of the
adjacent
strand, p3. These three residues, unlike
most of the others of class 2, are relatively
unex-

( 1)

(Brooks et al., 1983); where A represents the acceptor,
D
the donor a,nd H the hydrogen
atom. The well-depth
and
distance ate t,he potentml
minimum
are given by E,~” in
kcal/mol and ymin in A, respectively,
rAD is the separation
between A and D. and 8,_,_, the angle A-H-D.
The
cutoffs
for the switching
function,
.sw(&,, r&,“, &off )>
described by Brooks et al. (1983), were Hon = 4.0 A and
Hoff = 5.0 A. The hydrogen bond list was cut off at 5.5 8.
Tt should
be emphasized
that no explicit
hydrogenbonding
function
was used during the simulation.
The
non-bonded,
electrostatic
interactions
in the parameter
set. PARAMl9,
have been refined to represent
peptide
hydrogen
bonds accurately
(Reiher, 1985).
reorientation

P(r + t)).

0

’

cOS?e*-H-D)SW(&,

(e) The mgular

(2)

~~rdtP,(~(r).jl(t+t)).
s0

drd7 P2(i;(z)

(c) Solvent-accessible

calculated

The long time limit. of this function
is defined as the
square of the generalized
order parameter
(S’) and was
obtained
from the simulat’ion
using:

0

The 5OOps ,111) tribjrctory
w&s generated
using the
Trcxhnolo$rs
ST- IO0 arra)
program GEMiV on thr STAR
processor
(Brooks.
1987). &An integration
t,imts stctp of
0001 ps was used. The first 10 ps of the rintulat
ion cwwt,it&e
the heating
and early ecluilibration
phasf~s. At t,his
stage. random velocities
tvverr assigned in ~cord
with a
t,rrllprr;tl
ures
distribution
for
~~axwell-~loltzrnann
increasing
from 100 K to 300 K in steps of IO0 K. 111 t,he
final 8000 steps of this run. the vrlocaities were assigned at
300 K. This II‘M follow--rd hx a 10 ps equilihrat
ion phase
\vhf~nevr1~
t>he
\vere resc~alrd
during which the vrlorit,irs
temperature
ftucatuat.rd
beyond
a IO K window.
Xo
furthrr
resealing of vrloc*it,icas ~vas rtquirrcl
irt that the
temperature
remained
constant.
As a pre(~ilution
ag;iinst
instabilities
from inadequate
rquilibration,
th? tirrt 10 ps
of the prodnrtion
run \vere not inclutird
in the> analysis:
the analysis run of 470 ps foltowrd.
For a system of this
size with
a 1% x cutoff.
300 ps of simulation
ta,kes
a,pproximately
900 h of CPU time on a dedica,ted ST-100.

were

correlation

fur&ion.

The
angular
reorientational
correlation
function
describing
the
dynamics
of
an
N-H
bond
is
(P,@(O). i;(t))) where /?Jis a unit vector pointing
along the
X-H
bond
and P2(x) = (3x2/2l/2)
is the second

Exposed

side of the /3 barrel

I”

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the secondary structural elements of IL-l/?.
The /I strands are labelled and
those that form part of the 6-stranded
/I barrel are represented as ellipses. The 32 residues of class 2 are shown in
their
approximate
positions.
These
residues
belong
primarily
to the extended loops on the capped side of the
/3 barrel, to the shorter loops on its exposed side and, in
one case, to a b strand that forms part of the /? barrel.
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Figure 2. Snapshots of the backbone of IL-l/I at 50 ps intervals during the course of the simulation. The 32 residues of
class 2 are shown in turquoise, the 42 residues of class 3 in yellow and the rest in orange and red. The input crystal
structure is shown in dark bide. The residues on the surface are flexible. Among the most mobile segments are loop 1
(Gln32 to Met36) shown in turquoise in the upper left-hand corner of the Figure and loop 3 (Lys138 to Leu143) on the
right-hand side of the Figure.

posed. They occur on the side of the p barrel that is
not capped by the extended loops (Fig. 2). Most of
the residues of loop 1 (Leu31 to Gln39) belong to
class 2. Residues Gln32 to Met36 form a short’
stret,ch of 3,, helix on the surface of the protein,
linking
strands j33 and 84. Phe46 to Glu50 and
Ser52 form part of the antiparallel
p barrel where
the hydrogen-bonding
pattern
is perturbed
to
accommodate
Pro57 of the neighbouring
strand.
Here the a.s.a. per residue is rela.tively high and the
backbone atoms are exposed to the surface (Fig. 3);
water molecules
are implicated
in bridging
the
strands /?4 and fi5 (Finzel et al., ,I 989; Priestle et al.,
1989; Clore et al., 199Oc, 1991; Veerapa.ndian
et al.,
1992). There is a backbone hydrogen bond between
Gln48 and Lys93 of the extended loop 2, which is
maintained
throughout
the simulation.
Asn53 to
Lle56 form a type I turn linking strands p4 and fi5,
and are significantly
exposed to the surface. The
next residue of class 2, Cys71, is one of the seven
buried, hydrophilic
residues identified
in the solution structure
(Clore et al., 1991). The backbone is
involved
in a stable hydrogen
bond with Arg98 of
loop 2, while the SH group hydrogen
bonds with
Serll4
in strand p9. Unlike
those of the other
residues of class 2, the amplitude
of the fluctuation
for Cys71 is small. Many of the residues of the
second extended loop beIong to class 2. Lys88 is the

third residue of a type I fi turn leading up to loop 2
and is well exposed. The portion of loop 2 between
Lys93 and Glu96 forms a helix-like
stretch. In solution, this region undergoes a slow conformational
transition
between
a major
and a minor form
(Driscoll et al., 1990; Clore et al., 1990a). The region
from Ile106 to LeullO
forms the turn between
strands PS and 89 on the exposed side of the /? barrel
and is accessible to the surface. The residues Ala127
and Met1 30 lie between
strands
PI0 and pll.
Lys138 belongs to the third extended loop, although
none of the other residues of this highly flexible
region of the protein belongs to class 2.
The residue-based
relative fractional
a.s.a. values
for the heavy atoms are shown in Figure 3. In this,
as in all the histograms
that follow, the residues of
class 2 are shown as filled bars, those of class 3 as
hatched bars and the rest as open .bsrs. There is a
clear correlation
between the exposed and flexible
regions of IL-18
(Figs 2, 3 and 7). The surface
exposure is similar in the simulated,
in the solution
and in the three crystal structures.
The correlation
coefficients between the five different structures are
above 0.6 when the C-terminal
residues,
which
display the maximum
variation,
are not included.
The regions with the maximum
backbone exposure
are the ext,ended loops, loop I (Leu31 to Gln39),
part of loop 2 and the turn preceding it (Va185 to
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Figure 4. The
crystal co-ordinates
averaged structure

r.m.s. deviations
from the starting
(Finzel et al., 1989) and the dynamics
as a function
of time.

Met95), loop 3 (Thr137 to Ile143) and the p turn
between strands 84 and j?5 (Ser52 to Lys55). Loops
1, 2 and the /l turn belong to class 2, with a slow
component to the internal relaxation, while the
N-H vectors of loop 3 experience only the fast
relaxation (class 1).

Xray2

200

(b) Dynamics analysis

100

10

30

50

70

90

110

130

150

Residue number

Figure 3. Solvent-accessible
surface area for the individual residues. The 32 residues of class 2 are shown as filled
bars, the 42 residues of class 3 as hatched bars and the
remaining
ones as open bars. This convention
is used
throughout.
Most of the residues of class 2 are well
exposed.

The mass-weighted r.m.s. deviations of the protein backbone about the input crystal and the dynamics-averaged structures, respectively, are shown in
Figure 4. The structures are aligned by least squares
fitting the backbone atoms before evaluating the
r.m.s. deviations, thus avoiding effects arising from
rotational and translational drift during the simulation. The average backbone r.m.s. deviation from
the input crystal co-ordinates (Finzel et al., 1989) is
1.4 L%and about the dynamics averaged structure is
075 8. Deviations on this scale are reasonably

Table 1
Atomic r.m.s. deviations between the various IL-l/3 structures, and correlation
coeficients between the j&u&&ions of the backbone atoms from the MD simulation,
the backbone atomic r.m.s. deviation about the mean co-ordinate positions for
the solution n.m.r. structure and the backbone-averaged B-factors from the three
crystal structures
r.m.s. difference
Backbone
MD
MD
MD
MD

tiersus n.m.r.
WYSU.TXrayl
DWSUSXray2
lre~u.s Xray3

(A)

Correlation

coefficient

Heavy atoms?

Backbone

Heavy atoms

1.197
1.176
1.250
1.148

1.769
1.647
1.815
1.685

0.716
0694
0386
0626

0706
0735
0657
0726

0894

0798
0649

Cl.729

n.m.r. WT~UBXrayl
n.m.r. 2)er.susXray2
n.m.r. versus Xray3

0.878
0.874

1501
1.619
1.548

Xrayl versus Xray2
Xrayl versus Xray3
Xray2 21ersu.sXray3

0355
0317
0.366

1.088
0.844
1.164

0.738

The notation of the structures is as follows: Xrayl, Xray2 and Xray3
Finzel et al. (1989), Priestle et al. (1989) and Veerapandian et al. (1991),
numbers, lIlB, 2IlB and 4IlB); n.m.r. is the restrained minimized mean
1991; PDB, accession number 6IlB); MD is the average structure of the
t The mass-weighted r.m.s. deviation for the protein heavy atoms.

0662
0744
0704
0.952
0695

are the crystal structures of
respectively (PDB accession
n.m.r. structure (Clore et al.,
500 ps MD simulation.
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Figure 5. The dihedral angle transitions in the
extended loop 1 (Gln32 to Gln36) as a function of time.
The residue numbers are shown between the panels.
Transitions between adjacent &i + 1) and t/~(i) angles are
anti-correlated. The exception of this trend is the highly
flexible Gly33, where the 4 and $ of the same residue are
highly anti-correlated.

Figure 6. Ijihedral angle t)ransitions in loop 3 (I,)-s I38
to Asn143) as a function of time. Although. the transitions are not as extensive as in lo~op I. herr too anticorrelated t,ransitions between adjacent &i-t 1) and t/j(;)
are seen. The most flexible residue in this segment is
($1~140. The residue numbers are shown between the
corresponding panels for 4 and $.

typical
in protein
simulations
carried out in the
presence of solvent (Brooks
et nl., 1988: Loncharich
& Brooks, 1990) and are significantly
lower than
results obtained from vacuum simulations.
Also of
interest (Table 1) is the observation
that the backbone r.m.s.
difference
between
the dynamics
averaged
structure
and the restrained
minimized
mean n.m.r. structure
(1.2 8) is the same as t’hat
bet,ween the dynamics
average structure
and the
three X-ray
structures
(1.2+0.05 A), and onI>
and
slightly
larger than that, between t.he n.m.r.
X-ray
structures
(0*88 8). (For comparison.
the
backbone r.m.s. difference is 0.3520.03
A bet’ween
the three
X-ray
structures
and 0.41 kO.04 a
between the calculated
n.m.r. structures.)
There is
considerable
flexibility
in the loop regions of t’hc
proteins as can be seen in Figure 2; which depicts
snapshots of the structure at 50 ps intervals
during
the course of the MD simulation.
Transitions
occur in the backbone dihedral angles
of some of the flexible residues though most, residues
remain in their initial st,ates. The transitions
that
take place are anti-correlated.
preserving the overall
fold of the protein
after 500 ps of simulation.
Concerted transitions
take place in adjacent @(i + 1)
and $(i) angles, resulting in the type of crank-shaft
motion
seen in previous
protein
simulations
(McCammon et al., 1977; Levitt), 1983; Brooks et al.,
1988). The 3,, helical loop. loop 1, between Gln32

and Met3ti, which in t)he simulation
has thr largSc,st
fluctuat,ions
of the class 2 residues. undergoes
a
significant
number
of dihedral
anyIt* t)ransitions
(Fig. 5). Several transitions
OWIII~ in (:ly33. This
residue is unusual in that its two bac~kborw diht~dral
angles are themselves
anti-correlated.
Transit’ions
take place between the gauche+ and gauc*hrl (VUformations
for &33) and between thta trans anti
gauche-- for $(33). These dihedral anglrs art’ in turn
correlated
with &32). which undrrgocs t ransit,ions
between the trans and gauche- st atrs. The adja(L(xllt
dihedral angles of residues Asp35. Met36. (:I~37 anal
Gln3X are anti-correlated
and “jumps”
t)c~tnrc~rI
different
states are seen (Kg. 5). Fluctuwt ions i11
&38) and $(38) take place simultaneously
and art’
in turn anti-correlated
wit’h $(37).
A num her of dihedral
transitions
;I I’(’ also
observed
in loop 3 (Thrl37
to Ilf~143) (Fig. 6).
Anti-c.orrelat’ions
are seen between the atljac*rxnt &
and $ angles of’ Lys13k-L Glg139.
(:lyl40
and
Ciln141 The most significant
fluc%uations irrvolvc~
the highly
exposed (~1~7140. The dihedral
anglrs
ti(l39), ~#1(140) and $(140) do not undergo the Iu~osite jutnps seen in loop 1 but instead occ+apy a range
of values. Gly140 and GIn141
Mong
to class
1
where the n.m.r. relaxation
time is Irss t.han 20 ps.
Of the remaining
residues in the loop, Lysl38
belongs to class 2! and Gly139 to (#lass 3.
There arc three hydrogen
bonds along t hct S1,,
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of motion in solution on a time-scale longer than the
rotational correlation time (N 8 ns). (Note that for
this to occur the time scale of the motion cannot be
in the fast exchange limit on the chemical shift
scales.) This is the region of most pronounced discrepancy between the n.m.r. data and the simulation.
In the MD simulation, the backbone atoms of loop 3
do not seem to form the series of hydrogen bonds
that stabilize the other two loops, and its mobility is
of a different nature from that of loops 1 and 2. In
particular, the fluctuations of the dihedral angles
and hence of the N-H vectors in loop 3 are more
random and undirected, unlike those of loops 1 and
2 where the N-H vectors jump between oriented
hydrogen-bonded states.
(c) The atomic jhctuations
3.0
2.0
I.0
IO

30

50

70

90

110

130

150

Residue number

Figure 7. Comparison of the backbone square atomic
fluctuations calculated from the MD simulation, the backbone atomic mean-square deviation about the average coordinate positions for the solution n.m.r. structure and
the square atomic fluctuations obtained from the backbone crystallographic
B-factors for the 3 crystal structures (the 3 lower panels). lu’ote that the scale for the
second panel from the top, showing the average square
r.m.s. deviation of the individual n.m.r. structures about
the mean co-ordinate positions, is three times smaller
than that for the square atomic fluctuations.

helical loop, loop 1, between
Gly33(0),
Met36(N)-Gln32(0)

residues

Met36(N)-

and Gln38(N)Asp35(0). The first two are anti-correlated in the
first 200 ps, the energy of one bond increasing when
the other decreases and vice versa. Two of
the hydrogen
bonds, Met36(N)-Gly33(0)
and
Gln38(N)-Asp35(0),
break during the course of the
simulation and do not re-form. The breaking in this
case is synonymous
with the acceptor-donor
distance going beyond the list cutoff of 5.5 A. The
residues of loop 2 have hydrogen bonds, characteristic of turns, that are stable throughout the course
of the simulation.

There

is a stable

hydrogen

bond

between the backbone atoms of Lys93 and Gln48.
Experimental evidence suggests that residues in the
vicinity of Lys93 undergo conformational
transitions (Clore et al., 1990a) and it is possible that this
hydrogen bond would indeed fluctuate
if the
simulated
sample time were much longer.
The third long loop, loop 3, is extremely flexible
and undergoes large amplitude motion throughout
the entire MD simulation. The experimental n.m.r.
data, however, provide no evidence of ISN chemical
exchange line broadening in this region indicative

or R-factors

The three reported X-ray structures of IL-l/?
(Finzel
et al., 1989; Priestle
et al., 1989;
Veerapandian et al., 1992) crystallize in the same
space group (P4,) with almost identical cell dimensions (a = 55.0 8, b = 55 A and e = 77 A) and the
mass-weighted r.m.s. deviation between the respective protein
backbones is -04 A (Table 1).
Surprisingly,
there
are
variations
in
the
Debye-Waller
temperature
factors of the three
crystals, possibly arising from differences in the
respective

crystallographic

refinement

procedures.

Figure 7 shows a comparison of the square atomic
fluctuations
Ar2 obtained from crystal B-factors
(B = 8n2(Ar2)/3) with the residue-averaged mean
square atomic fluctuations derived from the MD
simulation. The general trends are similar and in all
cases correlate strongly with surface exposure (Figs
3 and 7). The tendency in the past, has been to make
specific residue-based comparisons between experimental B-factors and atomic fluctuations calculated
from simulations (Levitt, 1983; Post et al., 1986).
Instead, we evaluate the correlation coefficients
between
the residue and backbone-averaged
B-factors from the three (crystal, solution and
calculated) structures (Table 1). The correlation
between the crystallographic
values and those
derived from simulation lies in the same range as do
the correlations between the different crystals. The
lowest correlation is exhibited by the structure
termed Xray2 (Priestle et al., 1989), where the
B-factors of the C-terminal residues are small (Fig.
7). An evaluation of the correlation coefficients
without the last two residues dramatically improves
the correlation; thus the correlation coefficient for
Xray2 versus the simulation
average structure
increases from @386 to @666.
The mean-square deviation about the average
backbone co-ordinate positions for the solution
n.m.r. structures is also shown in Figure 7 (Clore et
al., 1991). This quantity measures the variations in
the atomic co-ordinates consistent with the n.m.r.
data and is significantly smaller than the B-factors.
Regions with large B-factors in the crystal generally
have a large r.m.s. deviation about the mean solution

structure.

The

exposed

regions

exhibit

the
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Figure 8. Comparison of the generalized square order
parameter (S’) obtained from “N n.m.r. relaxation
experiments and from the MD simulation. The broken
lines serve simply to guide the eye.

maximum
variation
(Figs 3 and 7). Of the regions
with a large r.m.s. deviation
in the solution structure, loop 1 (Leu31 to Gln39) and strand 64 (Phe46
to Ser52) have been found to undergo overall displacements
of the secondary
structural
element,
rather than experiencing
local disorder (Clore et al.,
1991). Loop
3 is reasonably
well determined
although
the region has relatively
large B-factors
and undergoes large fluctuations
in the simulation.
The correlation
coefficients
between the solution,
crystallographic
and simulation-based
fluctuations
are high and within
the range of variation
seen
between the three crystal B-factors (Table 1).
The square atomic fluctuations
evaluated
from
the simulation
are in general lower than those
derived from the crystal B-factors
(Fig. 7). This is
either because the available conformational
space is
not fully
sampled
by the 500 ps simulation
or
because the simulated
atomic fluctuations
do not
take into account
the inherent
conformational
existing
in
microheterogeneity
the
crystal
(Fraunfelder
et al., 1979; Ichiye & Karplus,
1988).
Reduced fluctuations
are seen between Ser45 and
Lys55, in the turns between Lys74 and Lys77 and
between Glu105 and LeullO. The region from Val85
to Met95 (part of loop 2 and some preceding
residues) contains residues that undergo conformat’ional transitions
(Clore et aE., 1990a) and is clearly
not sampled completely
by the simulation.
On the
other hand, the atomic fluctuations
for the residues
in loops 1 and 3 are much higher in the simulation
than in the X-ray structures,
possibly due to the
fact that these surface residues are unconstrained
in
the simulation
by the packing interactions
of the
crystal.
(d) Generalized

order parameters

The generalized
order parameter
is a measure of
the amplitude
of angular motions. The generalized
order parameters of the N-H vectors of 144 residues
(excluding
7 prolines)
evaluated
from the MD
trajectory
using equation
(3) are compared
with
those extracted
from n.m.r. relaxation
measure-

0

50

160~

150

21

Time (ps)

Figure 9. The angular reorientational correlation fun?tions, (P&(O). P(t))), for Met20 (class 1). for Gln32 and
Met36 (class 2 from loop 1), and for Glp140 (class 1 from
loop 3).

ments (Clore et al.. 1990a) in Figure 8. For most of
the residues the experimental
squared order parathat the
meters, S2, are close to 08, indicating
motions are of relatively
small amplitude.
(Thus
S2 = 0.83 corresponds to a cone with a semiangle of
20”). These are well reproduced
by the simulation.
In addition, there is qualitative
agreement, between
simulation
and experiment,
in that both indicate
that large amplitude
motions
occur in loop 1
(residues 32 to 36). The MD simulation,
however.
fails to detect the enhanced mobility
of residues
near 50 that is evident both from t,he n.m.r. and
X-ray
(see Fig. 7) results. It) is possible that thr
trajectory
is just too short to explore enough of this
part of conformational
space. It is more difficult to
rationalize
why the large amplitude
fluctuations
of
loop 3 (residues 138 to 143) predicted
by t)he MD
simulation
are not seen in the n.m.r. but are consistent with the X-ray temperature
factors.
(e) dngular

reorientational

correlation

jhctions

To gain insight into the nature of the dynamics.
the angular correlation
functions (pz(j$O) ./~(t))) for
the 144 N-H vector were evaluated
up to 205 ps
from a 420 ps segment
of t,he trajectory
using
equation (2). It should be emphasized that the time
course of these correlation
functions is expect,ed to
be meaningful
only for much shorter times (see. e.g.
Zwanzig & Ailawadi,
1969; Allen & Tildesley-, 1987;
Pastor. 1992; and the analysis below). The result*s
for four representative
residues are shown in Figure
9. The broken lines correspond
to S2 calculated
using equation (3). Met20 belongs to class 1. Gln32
and Met36 are class 2 residues in loop 1, while
(~1~140 is a class 1 residue in the middle of loop 3.
All the correlation
functions exhibit
an ultrafast
subpicosecond
decay to a value of about 085. Met20
decays a little
further,
stabilizing
around
082.
which is good agreement
with S2 calculated
using
equation (3). This behaviour
is a classic example of
what is expected
for a residue undergoing
small
amplitude
fast motions. The correlation
fun&ion
of

Molecular Dynamics of Interleukhlj3
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Gly140 also appears to be reasonably
converged. The amplitude, however, is much larger
(S2 - 02) and the time-scale is somewhat faster.
This behaviour is consistent with the fact that loop
3 appears to have no specific secondary structure in
the MD simulation and that the dihedral angles that
determine the orientations of the N-H vectors vary
over a wide range of values. As mentioned above in
section (d), the large amplitude motions in loop 3
predicted by the MD simulations are consistent with
the X-ray results but not with the n.m.r. relaxation
data.
Now consider the correlation function of Met36, a
class 2 residue from loop 1. At first sight, it appears
that, in addition to the ultrafast decay, there are
large amplitude motions on the 100 ps time-scale
reorienting the N-H vector of this residue. This,
however, is not at all the case, and in fact the time
course of this correlation function is an artefact
resulting from incomplete sampling. There are two
indications of this: first, the correlation function
crosses the supposed long time limit indicated by
the broken line; and second, rather than being exponential, the correlation function is virtually
linear
from 10 to 150 ps.
An examination of the MD trajectory shows that
the N-H vector of Met36 undergoes a large change
in orientation at about 270 ps. This is the result of
concerted dihedral angle transitions and is evident
from the time course of the 4 backbone torsion
angle of Met36 shown in Figure 5. Up to 270 ps the
backbone amide of Met36 is hydrogen-bonded to the
backbone carbonyl of Gly33. After this transition,
the hydrogen bond switches to the backbone
carbonyl of Gln32. The overall result is that the
orientation of the N-H vector changes by about
105”.
A MD trajectory that contains only a single transition is clearly much too short to determine the
rate of this process. Even though it is not meaningful in a statistical sense, such a trajectory can be
function
using
used to calculate a correlation
equation (2). Suppose that in a trajectory of length
T there is a single transition at t = tb in which a
vector with orientation fil jumps to a state where its
orientation is fi2. Using equation (2) it can readily
be shown that:

(~*(F(O).P(t)))
= l- &

(1-P,(cos

4)

ost<t,
=

l-

&

(4)

(l-P2(cos6))
to < t I T/2,

where t, = min(t& T - tb) and 6 is the angle between
F1 and ji2, According to this result the correlation
function consists of two essentially linear segments
with a break in slope at time to. In addition,
equation (4) can even become negative for certain
range of parameters! The correct correlation function for a two-site jump model, on the other hand, is
always positive, decaying from unity to the squared
generalized order parameter as a single exponential.
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Figure 10. Comparison of the angular reorientational
correlation function, (P,(P(O).F(t))), for Met36 calculated
from the MD simulation (thick line with “noise”, (b)) with
that (thin line starting at 1.0, (b)) calculated from the
model trajectory shown in (a). This trajectory depicts a
single transition between states 1 and 2 occurring at
270 ps, which reorients the N-H vector by N 105”. When
the resulting correlation function is scaled by O-8 to allow
for ultrafaet librational motion in the 2 states, it becomes
virtually identical to the result calculated from the full
MD trajectory.

An application of this result to Met36 is presented
in Figure 10(a) represents a trajectory in which a
single transition between states 1 and 2 occurs at
about 270 ps. In Figure 10(b) we compare the correlation function calculated from the MD simulation
(thick line with “noise”) with that predicted by
equation (4) with 6 = 105” (thin line starting out at
unity). The shapes of the curves are remarkably
similar. In particular,
both show an apparent
change in the slope at t, = 150 ps (to = T - tb =
correlation
function,
420 - 270 ps). The MD
however, exhibits a very rapid initial decay due to
librational motion of the N-H vector on the subpicosecond time-scale. Assuming that this motion is
independent of the jump motion between the two
states, one can easily incorporate this effect into the
model calculation by multiplying
equation (4) by
the square of the librational
order parameter.
Multiplying
the two-site jump result by 98, the
model and MD correlation
functions
become
virtually indistinguishable.
In summary, we have shown that the apparent
time course of the Met36 angular reorientational
correlation function is not statistically meaningful.
Apart from the initial ultrafast decay, the shape of
this correlation function results from a single large
reorientational
transition
that,
by
amplitude
chance, occurred at 270 ps. Similar artefactual
correlation functions have been obtained from MD
simulations of the reorientational dynamics of tryptophan residues in proteins (see, e.g. Harris &
Hudson, 1991). The reorientational correlation time
(or equivalently, the rate) of this transit,ion cannot
be determined from the trajectory. Since, however,
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Figure 11. Comparison of the angular reorientational
correlation function, (P2(p(0). P(t))), for Gly33 calculated
from the MD simulation (thick line with “noise” (b)) with
that (thin line starting at 1.0, (b)) calculated from the
model trajectory shown in (a). This trajectory depicts 5
transitions between states 1 and 2 occurring between 100
and 250 ps, which reorient the N-H vector by -90”.
When the resulting correlation function is scaled by 0% to
allow for ultrafast librational motion in the 2 states, it’
becomes very similar to the result calculated from the full
MD trajectory.

remarks

The 500 ps MD simulation of lL-18 in water
presented in this paper shows that the majority
of
backbone K-H
bonds undergo fast. librational
motion wit.h relatively small amplitude (S2 N 08) in
agreement with “N n.m.r. relaxation experiments.
In addition, two different types of large amplitude
fluctuations are observed in the MD simulation.
First, in loop 3, which has no specific secondary
structure
in the simulation.
t.he N-H vec%ors
assume a large number of different orientations on
the 10 t.o 50 ps time-scale (e.g. Glyl40 in Figs 6 and
9). The simplest model consistent~ wit,h this behaviour is motion in a cone with a substantial
semiangle. The predicted flexibilit’y
of this loop.
while consistent with X-ray temperaturr fac%t,ors.is
not reflected in the n.m.r. relaxation
data.
A different kind of large amplitude motion is seen
in loop 1 (e.g. Gly33 and Met36 in Figs 5, IO. and
dihedral
angle transitions
11). Here, infrequent
occur. breaking some hydrogen bonds and forming

others, thus preserving the structure of the loop.
The overall result is that, the N-H vectors jump
between two stat,es. In each of t,hese st,ates, there is
a small spread in orientation due to fast librational
motion. We have seen that this picture is qua,nti-

tatively consistent with the reorientational cornalaCon funct,ions calculated from the MD simulation.
only one transition is observed in 420 ps, it is likely
that it is not in the extreme narrowing limit. Thus,
jumps between hydrogen-bonded
loop conformations in which the N-H bonds have well-defined
orientations
are likely candidates for the slow
internal motions that have been inferred from 15N
relaxation experiments.
As another example of the above analysis, eonsider the dynamics of the N-H bond of Gly33,
which is also a class 2 residue in loop I. The reorientational correlation function of this bond, calculated
from the MD simulation, is shown in Figure 11 as
the thick line with “noise” in the bottom panel. The
motion of this bond results from several dihedral
transitions that occur during the trajectory, as can
be seen from the time course of the backbone C#I
torsion angle of Gly33 in Figure 5. The end result of
these transitions is to reorient the N-H vector
between two states with 6 = 90”. This is represented
in Figure 11(a), where it is assumed that the jumps
between the two states occur simultaneously with
the dihedral transitions of &33) in Figure 5. Using
this model trajectory in equation (2), gives the line
starting out at 1.0 shown in Figure 11(b). When this
result is scaled by 08, to allow for ultrafast librational motion in the two states, the agreement with
the correlation function from the full MD simulation
becomes remarkably good. Thus the shape of the
MD correlation function is a reflection of the
random times at which transitions between the two
states occurred. These transitions
were too infrequent to yield a statistically meaningful correlation function.

The apparent

decay

of these functions,

however.

is

not, statistically
meaningful, as only a few transitions are seen during the course of the MD trajecstory.

Clearly

a 500 ps trajectory

cannot

be used to

establish the rat,e of processes that occur on a
comparable time-scale. Nevertheless, the present
tSrajectory was long enough to contain several large
amplitude

transit’ions

between

c~onformations

stabilized by hydrogen bonds. suggesting that these
represent, the physical basis for the slow mot,ions
that

have been inferred

from

“N

n.m.r.

relaxat,ion

experiments.
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